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Rabbis TJavid M. Peldman, Howard Handlet; and Reuven Kimelman. Abstaining: Rabbi F:zra Pinhel.stein. 

1he Committef' 011 )e·H-'ish L(Lw and Standards qf the Rabbinical As:wmbly provides ppidance in matters (!f halakhnh for the 
Conservative movement. 1he individual rabbi, hoLvever, i.s the aulhorityfor the interpretation and application of all matters 
of" halaklwh. 

What are the mourning practices and rituals when an infant dies before the thirty-first 
day uf life? 

The laws and customs relating to mourning developed over thousands of years, yet it often 
seems as if they had been carefully constructed to meet both the responsibilities of n~il 11:::l:l 

and the complex psychological needs of the mourners. There are specific rules which instruct 
us how to treat a human body which no longer houses the soul, how to honor the memory 
of the departed, and how to support the mourners though the various stages of grief, anger, 
loss and adjustment. Halakhah requires that the community be a part of n~il 11:::l:l and com
forting the mourners. 

One group of mourners has traditionally been denied the comfmt of Jewish ritual 
mourning. These are the parents whose infant lived less than thirty-one days aft.er birth, or 
whose child is stillborn. In The Jewish Way in Death and Mourning, one of the most widely 
used books on mourning for laypeople, Rabbi Maurice Lamm states the current custom: "A 
life duration of more than thirty days establishes a human being as a viable person. If a child 
dies before that time, he is considered not to have lived at all, and no mourning practices are 
observed, even though the child may have been normal, but was killed accidentallY:" While 

1 Mauriee Lamm, The Jewish Wrq in Death nnd iVIourning (New York: Jonatl1an David Pul,Jishers, 1969), p. s:>. 
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the practice described by Rabbi Lamm is not the only halakhic position accepted by the 
CJLS, nevertheless, it is widely considered by Conservative rabbis and laypeople to be the 
only halakhic position, and their practice is in accordance with this position (i.e., little 
or nothing is done). 

The Death of an Infant Causes Grief 

Our obligation to our community and to halakhah requires that we reevaluate this practice. 
ln the past, infant death was much more common than it is today, although no less painful. 
In what seems to have been an attempt to be sensitive to the grieving parents, the custom 
which became accepted in our communities was not to require full mourning of the parents. 
TI1is custom reflected the general attitude towards infant death. Even twenty years ago, it was 
common for doctors and others to underestimate the distress of parents whose newborn died. 
Today, it is no longer the accepted medical practice to ignore the death of an infant, whether 
it was born alive, or died in the womb. Hospitals have developed protocols to help families 
face the reality of their loss, and to enable them to mourn.' Parents are encouraged to see 
and touch their child. Pictures may be taken; mementos are preserved. Funerals are recom
mended, and the parents are encouraged to attend meetings of a support group. All of this is 
increasingly the established secular, medical procedure. Yet, when the parents approach their 
rabbi, perhaps to ask him or her to participate in the funeral, the rabbi may not be helpful. 
At best, lw or slw docs not know what to do or say; at worst, he or she says, "There is no 
mourning for this 7!:lJ:' Of course, Jewish tradition does not deny parents the right to grieve 
privately. However, the strength of Jewish mourning practice is the way in which it meet pri
vate grief with specific required rituals and communal involvement. Any death, especially 
that of an infant, is a theological crisis. Death is a time when religion and ritual can be mm;t 
powerful, yet our current custom concerning infant death robs us of that power. 

The Scope of This Teshuvah 

TI1is il:J1tvn will begin by discussing some of the sources which support and contradict the cur
rent custom, as well as other sources on issues related to the discussion. It will then summa
rize the position of the CJLS on these issues. finally, it will recommend and justify a halakhic 
position which is different from either custom, or the current position of the CJLS. The sub
ject of this il:J1tvn will be neo-natal death, the death of an infant born alive. However, it is 
impmtant to note that stillbirth, the death of a potentially viable fetus in utero, is closely relat
ed in medical literature, and the parents' experience of that loss is often similar to neo-natal 
death. The consideration of a Jewish response to stillbi1th will be the topic of a separate il:J1tvn. 

Past Precedents 

Our present custom not to mourn a newborn (note: "mourning" here is used to mean the 
full range of rituals associated with death) is based on two major halakhic statements. The 
1irst is the Rambam in the Mishnah Torah Hilkhot Avel 1:6: 

2 Some examples of the material w·hieh is available are: ""Bereaved Parents Information Packet" from tl1e 
Childbirth and l'arcnt l<:ducation Association of Madison (1978); "Grieving: A Way to Heal" The Amnican 
College oi Ohstelrieians (l9RR); "Coping with Perinatal Deatll'' Saheh Sahu, M.D., .Journal r!f"Reproductive 
Medicine (Mar. 1981 ). I would like to thank Dr. Harvey Friedman of Englewood, N.l for sharing these and 
other rnaterials ·with nre. 
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c•7:Jl\!11':) 7'1\ ••• C1' C'W17w i1i1W l\7w 7~1 p•7l' c•7:Jl\!11':) 7'1\ c•7t>)i1 

• 1'7l' 

We do not mourn for c•7t>) (fetuses), and a newborn which does not 
live for thirty days ... we do not mourn for it. 

The second is the Shulhan Arukh Yoreh De'ah 374:8: 

.1'7l' c•7:Jl\!11':) 7'1\ 77~:J C'W17W C1'1 C1' C'W17W 7~ j?1)'!1 

The infant, for thirty days, even including the full thirtieth day (if 
it dies), we do not mourn for it. 

TI1ese opinions, in turn, are based on a statement by Rabbi Shimon ben Gamaliel in B. 
Shabbat 135b: 

.7t>) 1)'1\ C11\:J C1' C'W17W i1i1WW 7~ i/':)11\ 71\•71':):A p 11l'I':)W pi 1\')11 

It was taught: "Rabbi Shimon ben Gamaliel said: Anyone who lives 
thirty days is not considered a 7t>) ;• 

W1wt accounts for the significance of thirty days in considering whether or not an 
infant is a 7t>), and therefore not mourned? R. Shimon b. Gamaliel uses as his proof text 
Num. 18:16, i11tl!1 Win pi':) 1'11tl1 "and he shall be redeemed from one month." Since thir
ty days is the age at which we are commanded to redeem the firstborn, this is a reasonable 
way to define at what age the infant changes status from 7m to human being. 

B. Bekhorot 49a has an extended discussion about what happens to the redemption 
money if a father pays the kohen prior to thirty days, and then the son dies within thirty 
days of his birth. Tosafot there say that the lwhen must return the money, since the Torah 
commanded the father to pay only from the thirtieth day onward. However, Rashi offers 
another reason for why the kohen may not keep the money. This issue is not the father's 
obligation, but that the child was not considered viable since he was less than thirty days 
old. Therefore, the kohen was not entitled to the money in the first place. 

The significance of the viability of the infant is pointed out by both the Kesef Mishnah 
and the Radbaz on the Rambam referred to above. They comment that up until thirty days, 
there is doubt (pt>O) about whether or not the child will survive. Obligating someone for 
the full rituals of m7:Jl\ is considered to be putting a burden on them. It is a principle of 
halakhah that in case of pt>O in m7:Jl\, we follow the more lenient position. Since up until 
thirty days is considered to be a pt>O whether or not the child will survive, if it does not sur
vive, we are lenient, and do not require the parents to mourn. 

Alternative Halakhic Positions 

The sources above are the primary statements on which the current custom not to mourn 
is based. However, this is not the only position found in halakhic literature. TI1ere is an 
opinion that a child which is horn alive is mourned even if it dies in the first day of life. 
TI1is position is first stated in Mishnah Niddah 5:3: 

.c7w 111m 1':J1ij? 7~71 11':)1\71 1':Jl\7 l\1i1 'ii1 1M!\ C1' p j?1)'!1 

A one-day-old infant, if he dies, is considered to his father and 
mother and all relatives like a full bridegroom. 

This opinion is expanded in Talmud Yerushalmi Kiddushin 4:11 where we learn that 
if a newborn was alive when its head, and the majority of its body emerged from its 
mother, it is mourned: 
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t']~ ~7 c?w ll"ln:J 1•:mp 7:J71 11':)~71 1':J~7 ~1il 'iil l"li':)W 11':)1' p ·~m 
.c"n:J 1:Ji1 1W~i ~~1' 1?·~~ il?~ •n 11':)1' p i:J1 

It was taught: a one-day-old, which dies, it is to its father, and 
mother, and all its relatives like a full bridegroom, and not only if 
it lives a day, but even if it was alive when its head and the major
ity of its body emerged. 

We find this statement again in Semakhot 3:1. Since the latter two sources are of 
Palestinian origin, it is possible that in Israel it was customary to mourn for newborn 
infants, while in Bavel it was not. 

However, even in Bavel we find examples of fathers who observed mourning 
for their newborns. In B. Shabbat 136a we learn that the son of Rav Dimi and Rav 
Cahana mourned for their newborns who died. In a source from the Middle Ages, 
111a.'ase Ha.Geonim, we learn that it was a custom in some German communities to 
mourn for newborns:' 

Even the Rambam (Hilkhot A vel 1 :7) indicates that he also follows the opinion that a 
newborn who dies prior to the thirty-first day of life, is mourned, if we knew for certain 
that the infant was carried full-term. 

1?1JW C1':J l11':) 1?·~~ C'i11':):1 c•w1n ilYwn? 1?1JW ·~11:J Y11J c~1 
• 1'7Y c•7:J~l11':) 

If a man knows for certain that the child was born after a full nine 
months, even if it dies on the day it is horn, we mourn it. 

'111e Shulhan Arukh (Y.D. 374:8) concurs. However, Rashi and others are very strict in 
defining the meaning of "full-term." We must know for sure that the mother had not had 
marital relations with her husband for the nine months after the child was conceived. 
Otherwise, we assume that the child was not full-term. In fact, both of the fathers men
tioned in B. Shabbat 136a justify their mourning on the basis of the fact that they knew 
that their child had been full-term. (Although it is not necessarily by Rashi's criteria 
1'W1n 17 17:JW il':J •7 c•p). 

The question of whether a pregnancy was full-term or not is one of great concern to 
all of our authorities. Of particular interest is the assumption that a child born after eight 
months is by definition not viable, although one horn after seven months is viahle.4 The 
classic Talmudic statement of this is B. Shabbat l35a. "An eighth-month child is not han
dled on Shabbat: the mother bends clown to nurse for her ow~l comfort not for the sake of 
the child:' '111ere is also a discussion about whether an otherwise healthy infant born after 
eight months can be circumcised on Shabbat. Most of our sources state that we do not 
mourn for an infant carried only eight months, unless it had been alive for thirty days 
before dying. B. Niddah 44b claims that Rashbag's statement that we do not mourn an 
infant who dies before thirty days is made only with regard to an infant who was born after 
eight months; even Rashbag believes that for a full-term infant, we mourn from the first 
day of life. It is only when the infant was not known to be full-term that we do not mourn 
unless the infant survived more than thirty clays. 

1 Ma'a,.se HaGeonirn edited by 1\vraharn Epstein (Tsrael: M'kitze Nirdarnirn, 5760), p. 49. 

4 Sec th•· gloos on S.A. Yorch Dc'ah Hilkhot Av<·lut .'l74:ll. If a divorced woman marries prior to three months, 
and we do not know which husband is the latlwr ol her dead infant, hotl1 husbands have obligations to the 
child. The first is obligated because it might have been full-term, and the second because the baby might 
have hcen horn after seven months. 
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Up until this point, the halakhot we have examined deal only with the gestational and 
post-natal age of the infant. Docs the actual condition or developmental stage of that par
ticular infant affect its status in regard to its parents' obligation to mourn? Does the 
halakhah make a distinction in mourning between an infant who was born healthy and died 
as a result of an accident, and one whose hold on life was precarious from the beginning? 
TI1e Radbaz on the Rambam Avel 1:6 states that even if the infant was eaten by a lion on 
the thirtieth day, it was, by definition, not considered viable, and we do not mourn it. TI1e 
Shulhan Arukh (374:8) st~tes that the length of gestation is what determines mourning, and 
that it does not matter whether or not that particular infant was fully developed. 

We have seen that the sources which deal with mourning for an infant who dies on the 
thirtieth day of life, or prior to that, offcr a number of different answers on the qlH:stion of 
whether the parents, and other relatives, mourn for that child. Some do not require mourn
ing for any such infant; others do, if the child was know to have been carried full-term, or 
was potentially viable (i.e., not eighth -month). 

Burial Practices 

Before we begin to consider our halakhic position, we must examine one other area: 
burial. The obligation to bury is taken by most scholars to be l'\n"11l'\1, and thus in a 
different category from most other mourning rituals, which are TJ:l11. Therefore, while 
even those who consider the death of the infant to be an issue of p~o, so that with 
regard to mourning, we are lenient, and do not require it, with regard to burial, we are 
strict and require burial.' 

Tims, burial is required for a newborn infant, a stillbirth, and for a fetus miscarried 
after the fifth month (when it has human form). We find the burial of a newborn described 
in Talmud Yerushahni Kiddushin 4:11 and again in Semakhot 3:2: 

i11111i:J 1'7ll 0'1~1l'\ l'l'\ ... O'tliJl'\ 'Jtli:J1 nnl'\ i111il'\:J 1:JPJ p'n:J l'\~1' 
.01' 0'11.71711.7 T:J i1i1'11i ,.., o'7:Jl'\ n~1:J:J 0'1~1l'\ l'l'\1 

It is taken out in arms and buried by one woman and two men ... 
we do not stand in rows, and do not say 0'7:Jl'\ n~1:l unless it died 
after thirty days. 

There is no requirement that those burying the child be relatives, although the Yerushahni 
describes the infant being carried by its maternal grandmother. The Rambam Avel 12:10 
describes the same type of burial.6 These, then, are the primary halakhic sources are used 
as the basis for establishing the halakhah for our community. 

lsidoro Aizenherg, '"lh'"tment of th•· Loss of" F..tus through MiscmTi"gc," PC.ILS 86-90, pp. 2.'iS-2Sn. 

r, Tn tl1e literature on f'uneral services f'or children, there is a progression or requirements wl1ich depend on the 
age of the child, as well as his or her social status and intelligence. According to the Ramlwm (Hilkhot A vel 
12:11), the pul1lie has no obligation to maniiest grid until the child is twelve months old, at whieh point it is 
carried on a bier. Semakhot .):3 says tl1at a child is not carried on a heir until it is tl1ree years old. Botl1 the 
R"mb"m "nd the Shulh"n Arukh go on to '"Y th"t wh..thn the public is ohlig"t..d to "tt;,nd the funer"l 
depends on whetlwr or not they saw the ehild go out in public. 

According to the Ram bam 12:1, the eulogy is intended to honor the dead. However, the criteria which he 
and the otlwr sources use to define at what age the Iuneral service is held, and a eulogy spoken, seems to 
indicate that its purpose is also to comf'ort tl1e parents. AltlH)ugl1 the sources disagree about \vhetl1er that age 
is three, fonr, five, six or even thirteen years, they all agree that th(·re is a differenc(' in th(' fum·ral dqwnding 
on whether tlw parents are poor or rieh, young or old. Tiw assumption is that poor or old parents sull'cr 
more from the loss of a child than do rich or young parents. Neither Isaac Klein nor Maurice Lamm describe 
any practical difference in the funeral service for a younger or older child, from that of an adult. 
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Past C.JLS Positions and Discussions 

During the past decade, the CJLS has devoted a significant amount of time to the discussion 
of this issue. In 1987 a ;,:mzm by Rabbi lsidoro Aizenberg on the treatment of loss of a fetus 
though miscarriage was passed by a vote of 11-0 with one abstention.0 TI1e ;,:mvn calls for the 
burial of the fetus after the fifth month, and suggests, if the rabbi deems it desirable, he or she 
may accompany the parents to the cemetery and can read Psahns and speak words of comfort. 
A stone with the family name may be put up, but l"11J'JN and m?:::JN are not observed. 

A later paper by Rabbi Aizenberg on infant death distinguishes three different prac
tices." (1) W1Ien a full term infant dies within thirty days, there is l"11J'JN, i1l''1j?, burial, shiv
ah and sheloshim; no eulogy is delivered, and the burial is performed by immediate family 
members. The parents may, if they wish, recite kaddish for thirty days; (2) if the baby was 
born prematurely, the above customs are followed only if it died more than thirty days after 
birth; or, (3) if the baby was born prematurely, and died prior to thirty days, it is treated as 
a fetus. In the case of (2) and (3), the parents may recite kaddish. I do not believe that Rabbi 
Aizenberg's i1:::l11Zil"1 is sufficient. Nevertheless, it is far better than the custom, and its lack of 
widespread dissemination among rabbis and congregants alike is tragic. 

A second i1:::l11Zil"1, dealing with the entire spectrum of miscarriage, pregnancy loss and 
infant death, was submitted by Rabbi Amy Eilberg in 1986. She recommended that a flex
ible range of options, from meditations to full m?:::JN, should be available to the rabbi to 
offer the family, based on his or her evaluation of the family's needs. Rabbi Eilberg with
drew the i1:::l11Zil"1 after it was discussed by the CJLS in 1990.9 

Rabbi Debra Reed Blank wrote a i1:::l11Zil"1, which was adopted in 1991, on the treatment 
of miscarriage. 111 Her model is primarily one of treating the father and mother under cate
gories related to O'?m 11j?':::l, with some additional practices, such as the mother going to 
the mikveh, and a gathering of family and/ or friends for prayers. Wbile this i1:::l11Zil"1 is an 
important step, I feel that it i;, not sufficient in the ca;,e of pregnancy lo;,;, beyond the point 
of viability, where the halakhah already requires burial. 

I submitted a i1:::l11Zil"1 on mourning practice following infant death and stillbirth in 1989. 
TI-:~at i1:::l11Zil"1, in conjunction with Rabbi Eilberg's and Rabbi Blank's l"11:::l11Zil"1, has been the 
subject of serious and lengthy discussion by the CJLS. My original i1:::l11Zil"1, which, in essence, 
would have required full mourning for all infants born alive after a certain gestational age, 
with only some technical differences in the case of a stillbirth, contained elements which 
troubled many members of the committee. Acting on some of those concerns, I have made 
some revisions in my original i1:::l11Zil"1, including separating neo-natal death from stillbirth. 

Mourning Practices in the Case of the Death of a Full 1erm lnfant 

I began with the assumption, which is already clearly an option within rabbinic literature, 
and a position of the CJLS, that in the case of a full-term pregnancy, when any infant dies 
for any reason, at anytime after birth, its parents and other family members should be 
obligated for full l"11J'JN, and m?:::JN just as for any other child. The parents should recite 
kaddish for thirty days, and should observe the yahrzeit. Since it is likely that most sib-

See above, n. 5. 

" lsidoro Aizenherg, '"Mourning for a Newborn;' l'C.ILS 86-90, pp. 251-254. 
9 See ·\my Eilberg, "Response to Miscarriage: A Dissent," above, pp. 364-366. 

111 Dehra Heed Ulank, ""Hcsponsc to 1\liscaniage;' above, pp. 3.17-363. 
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lings will be very young minors, they have no obligations for kaddish or other mourning 
rites. Post-bar or bat mitzvah siblings, who will have awareness and feelings about the 
infant, should be encouraged to usc th<: traditional rituals to work through the many 
(mixed) feeling they have. 

Burial and Funeral Service 

The body should be buried in accordance with Jewish practice. The service should con
tain all elements which are included in our usual burial services. A true eulogy cannot 
be given, but in its place, the rabbi should speak words of comfort. A selection of 
prayers and other readings, which would be appropriate for the burial of an infant of 
any age, has been submitted to the Publications Committee for consideration in the new 
Rabbi's Manual. The parents should be encouraged to attend the burial of their child. 
If one or both of the parents feel incapable of attending, then they should be advised 
to ask another relative or close friend to attend. Grandparents, aunts and uncles and 
other family and close friends should also be encouraged to attend. 

Traditionally, the burial of a ~!)J could be delayed for any reason. Any other funer
al should not be delayed except under exceptional circumstances. One of those cir
cumstances is when the primary mourner cannot get to the cemetery immediately, but 
could be there within a few days. The funeral of a newborn who dies should be done 
as soon as possible, but if the mother wants to attend, burial may be delayed until she 
recovers enough physical strength following the delivery to attend. In conversations 
with Jewish women of all ages whose infants had died, I found a universal sense of loss 
that they had not been able to bury their child, and that they had never been told, and 
did not know they could ask, where exactly the grave was. Attending a funeral is 
difficult, but it is an essential element in honoring life, acknowledging death, and find
ing comfort. Rabbis do a kindness to no one when we accept the full responsibility for 
burying an infant. 

Naming 

If the infant was not named prior to death, it is usually given a name at the grave. 
Ways to do this are included in the burial liturgy. The name may be the one the par
ents intended to use for their child, or they might choose a name like Menachem, 
or Nechama, indicating a desire for comfort. Jewish folk tradition recommends giving a 
name so that the parents will be able to later find their child in Gan Eden. Contem
porary therapeutic thought is that giving the dead infant a name aids the parents 
in the healing process, and helps to distinguish that child from any other children 
of that couple. 

Circumcision 

Should an uncircumcised boy be circumcised before burial? There is no obligation to 
do so, since the mitzvot are only obligatory on the living. While the mitzvah of I1'1:::J 

i1~'~ at eight days is the father's, the I1'1:::J is between Cod and the child, who is no 
longer alive. If i1~'~ is done, either during i11i1!J or at the grave, there is no i1:::l1:::J recit
ed, and it need not be done by a mohel. Neither the Rambam nor Rabbi Isaac Klein in 
his Guide to .Jewish Religious Practice mention the custom at all. The Shulhan Arukh 
353:6 says that the infant is circumcised at its grave. Rabbi Lamm states that the cus-
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tom is to do the circumcision during the ili;"Jt:l. This is not a custom which we need to 
perpetuate. Ilowever, it the parents request a circumcision, and would be comforted by 
it, it should be done during or prior to the iliilt:l.u 

Autopsy 

Jewish law generally opposes autopsies, unless they are required by the law of the land, or 
would directly save another life. In the case of the death of an infant we should allow, and 
even encourage, an autopsy if it might be crucial in determining the advisability of future 
pregnancies for that couple. If an autopsy is done, it should be completed as soon as pos
sible, and with the same restrictions which we put on adult autopsies. 

Shivah 

My discussion of the area of the community's responsibility to the mourners, primarily in 
the form of communal responsibilities for shivah, was one which troubled many members 
of the CJLS. I originally argued for full seven day shivah in all cases. Many members of 
the committee felt that this was an unreasonable burden on the family and/or the com
munity. They recommended a one or three day shivah, or ;"J:l:':J~:J il:l7:J1Zi (private obser
vances, as on Shabbat). Some commented that "we have enough trouble getting a minyan 
and getting full shivah when an adult has died, how can we expect this for a newborn?" 
Wbile we cannot put a requirement on the community which it will not observe, that does 
not, in this case, seem to me to be a relevant argument for not requiring shivah. The real
ity is that as rabbis, we do our best to be sure that a family has a minyan when they want 
it, and there is no reason why we should feel an obligation to do more in this case. After 
all, we are not, please Cod, talking about a frequent occurrence, so that it would overly bur
den even a large congregation. 

On the contrary, of all of the recommendations in this il:J11Zm, I believe that com
munal participation in shivah is one of the most important elements. Denial of real loss 
and isolation are usually two of the most serious impediments to healthy grieving, and 
eventual resolution. Requiring shivah, with its obligation of communal participation 
during the shivah period, makes a clear statement that the loss of a human life was real, 
that the parents and the extended family should be grieving (and not [only] grateful 
for this blessing in disguise) and that the parents must not be left alone at this time. 
Family and friends may have aln:ady spent time with the baby, and if it was sick, tlwy 
would have prayed for it. ln any event, if things had been different, the community 
would have been there visiting the new baby and welcoming it with Jewish rituals (in a 
time frame of one week for a boy). One of the strengths of Judaism is that it requires 
community for both iln~1Zi and for sorrow. The family whose newborn dies should not 
also be denied its community. 

It is likely that the community will be uncomfortable, and will not know what to say. 

11 \Vhat is the origin of the custom of circurncising a dead rnale in±'ant? ln ll. Sanhedrin llOh, the question is 
asked, ~\\t. \vhat age do infants enter the \vorld to eomeT' .. \ \-ariel)' of ansv.'ers are ofTered ranging from con
ception, through birth, through the time that the child can speak, or answer ":\men7' Pt. Nathan b. Isaac says 
it is l'rom the Lime ol' 01'7'?:l n•1:J. Since tlw circumcision is a sign which is always on tlw body, the hoy will he 
reeognized as a .lev ... , will not. be allo\\'ed into Gehinom,, \vill be reunited with l1is family and will he resurrect
ed. San I Liclwrman has an interesting discnssion of this issue in ~'.Aft.-rlife in Early Rabbinic Literature-;' 
(Hrury Austryn Wolj.,on .Jubilee Volume [AATR, l'J6S]). He suggests that although elaims are made tlwt tl1is is 
an ancient rabbinic practice, it may not be that old, or rabbinically sanctioned. Lieberman feels that it is a 
folk custmn ·which was pcrfonncd hy rnid·wivcs and others in order to comfort the parents. 
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It is our responsibility to teach them how to speak with sensitivity to all mourners, these 
included. But this education will be more likely to take place when we are clearer about 
what the community is required to do. 

Other colleagues have expressed a concern that in requiring full shivah we are plac
ing a burden on a family, and the mother in particular, whose health is delicate. Again, this 
is not a reason to avoid shivah. Since the funeral of a newborn would have been postponed, 
or the infant would have lived more than a few days, shivah would most likely not take 
place until the mother has recovered some physical strength. ln most of our communities, 
the "prime time" of shivah itl limited to an hour or so in the evening, and perhapti thirty 
minutes in the morning, for minyan. Only close friends come by at other times. TI1e first 
few weeks after coming home without the baby is a time when the house is painfully 
empty. The presence of comforters in the home will not fill the emptiness, but will "pro
vide a container for it," enabling the parents to begin integrating the emptiness. Ad
ditionally, shivah itl nut only the burden of having vitliturs, but the :::l1'n and the permistlion 
to do nothing else but mourn. This aspect is particularly important for the father, since it 
essentially asks him not to return to his employment for a period of time so that he, too, 
can engage in the work of mourning. 

Taking into account these considerations, as well as the inadvisability of advocating 
anything letls than full shivah to our community, we will obligate both the parents and the 
community for full shivah. 

Both Parents as t:l'':::!N 

Tiuoughout this discussion I have treated the father and mother equally as primary mourn
ers, rather than the mother as a primary mourner, and the father as somewhat outside of that 
status. Husbands and wives do have different experiences of pregnancy, childbirth, parent
hood, and if, God forbid, their infant dies, they do respond differently to that loss. However, 
the father's loss is no less real than the mother's, for all that its manifestations may be less 
physical or obvious. Neo-natal death can lead to the isolation of the partners, not only from 
their community, but also from each other. There is a high rate of marital dissolution asso
ciated with such a loss. I strongly believe that requiring halakhic mourning, in which both 
parents are "equal" mourners, is critical. When the father is treated as a mourner, he is 
relieved of the burden of "being strong" for his wife. He has a specific set of ritual tasks to 
do and a specific role, through which he is encouraged to confront the magnitud<: of his loss 
in all its dimensions from sadness to rage to helplessness. In addition, family and friends have 
a responsibility to be present for him, and to care for him as well as for the mother. 

Premature Infants 

The above is all in the case of a full-term infant who dies after birth. Given our relative 
medical sophistication, can we continue to make a distinction between an infant who was 
carried full-term, and one who was not, and should that distinction determine our mourn
ing practices, or lack thereof? It is clear that there is no scientific basis for giving a sev
enth month newborn more chance of survival that an eighth month infant. On the con
trary, it is known that every additional day of pregnancy and every added ounce of weight 
increases the infant's survival rate. At twenty-seven weeks (the end of the sixth month) a 
premature child given expert care already has a sixty-six percent chance of survival. By 
the end of the seventh month (thirty-one weeks) survival rates are at least eighty-five per
cent. At the end of the eighth month (35-36 weeks) more than ninety-seven percent of 
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infants born alive willlive. 12 Since a majority of the infants born alive after twenty-seven 
weeks of gestation can be expected to survive, we are no longer dealing with the same sit
uation as our predecessors did. For them, premature birth meant that the infant's chance 
of survival beyond the first few days of life was doubtful. The intention of the halakhah 
in taking advantage of the principal of leniency in a case of p~o, so that it distinguished 
between the death of a premature infant, and one who was full term, was to avoid bur
dening parents repeatedly with the regulations periods of mourning. 

Today, we have a different reality. mp1l'n ::111, a majority of the infants born alive, even 
after a gestational period of only twenty-seven weeks, can be expected to survive. By that 
point in the pregnancy, most parents expect to bring a baby home from the hospital, even if 
it requires technical assistance at the beginning of its life. Wl1en we do not require mourning 
for an infant who dies after that time, we are not being sensitive to the parents. Our insensi
tivity contrasts with the sensitivity which we assume on the part of the Rabbis when, con
fronted by high rates of infant mmtality, they sought to avoid burdening the parents. Under 
present medical conditions, we can no longer justify the leniency of not requiring the parents 
of a premature infant who dies to observe the rites of mourning as already described above. 

Between Premature and Not Gestationally Viable 

How premature is too premature, too uncertain, for us to require mourning? TI1is is one point 
on which I feel that both the CJLS as a Movement-wide halakhic authority, and individual rab
bis, must retain some flexibility. The boundaries of medicine's ability to save the lives of tiny 
infants is constantly being pushed back Ce1tain ly, our limit should not go back beyond the five 
months at which we begin to require buriaL However, between that point, and until about thir
ty weeks, it seems that a decision concerning mourning, could be made by the rabbi and the 
parents. TI1ere the actual length of the infant's life might become more of a factor than gesta
tional age. In any event, burial is required, and that could serve as a focus of Jewish ritual. 

At the moment, this issue of "how premature" remains unresolved. In its discussion, 
the CJLS apparently approved the opinion that any infant born alive no matter how pre
mature, who remains alive for even the shmtest amount of time, is treated c7w rnn:::>, as a 
full human being. In a dissenting concurrence, Rabbi Avram Reisner argues that following 
my primary halakhic reasoning of p~o viability, we should retain the requirement of a cer
tain gestational age (thirty weeks) before implementing full mourning practices as described 
in this il::J11Vn. A premature infant born prior to that time, who dies before the end of thir
ty days, would continue to be treated as a 7~l. 13 

The Need for Guidance 

I will conclude with a comment and a recommendation. The chaos caused by transitional 
moments requires clear guidance. One function of halakhah is to provide that guidance: 
"TI1is is what Jews do, this is what they do not do:' In practice, we may be flexible within 

12 Alan Cuttmaeher, Pregnancy, Hirth and Nnnily 1-'la,nning, revised by Irwin Kaiser (New York: New American 
Library, 1986), pp, 59-60. 

13 Rabbi .. ·\vrarn Tsrael Reisner, ""Kim Li: i\ Dissenting Concurrence," helo\\·, pp. 450-451. ~'l1ile T agree in essence 
·with R<Jhhi Reisner~ I 'vtmld prefer the limit to lw <J few wrc-ks earlier than tht· :10 weeks gestational age that he 
recommends. Alternatively, or in addition, thirty days oi liie seems to me to he Loo long a period oi time to 
determine whether full mourning should be required. I would be more comfortable with a shmter required time 
of life. My final position on this may depend on the final decision concerning the ritual response to stillbirth. 
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certain boundaries, and we recognize that our congregants will do what they want in areas 
where we rabbis are not the main actors. Nevertheless, there are halakhic positions which 
govern our actions and advice. I believe that if we are to be helpful as rabbis, with the full 
force of the power of Judaism, to families who have lost a baby, we must have clear 
halakhic guidelines. It is not for the rabbi to decide whether each particular family has a 
::J1'n to mourn or not. And yet, as I have listened to rabbinic colleagues, I keep hearing a 
need for flexibility in addition to halakhic, or even only pastoral, guidelines. While 1 be
lieve that there will always be a need for some flexibility (and some of those places are 
mentioned above), I also feel that much of the perceived need for so much flexibility come 
precisely from our lack of a position. 

First, given the well known, although incorrect, statement that there is no mourning 
for infants, our congregants do not expect a response from us, and may not even call us. 

Second, for the same reason, we as rabbis do not seek out these parents, and we do 
not speak with the authority that makes people do more or less what we say at other 
life cycle events. 

TI1ird, again for the same reasons, the extended families and community, which usu
ally know their roles in Jewish life cycle rituals, do not know their roles here. We are afraid 
that we cannot count of this essential component of the mourning rituals. 

Fourth, we live in a society which is still working out new responses to neo-natal loss. 
While many hospitals have protocols for dealing with neo-natal death, once the family 
leaves the hospital, there is still a tendency to ignore and downplay the loss. 

Fifth, even experienced colleagues have faced this situation only a few times. So each 
of us makes our judgment based. on the particular needs of the few families we have 
encountered, as well as on our own ability to deal with this tragedy. For all of these rea
sons, I believe that if we develop a halakhically supported, and pastorally helpful response, 
to neo-natal death, (and to stillbirth,) then the perceived need for halakhic flexibility, as 
opposed to rabbinic sensitivity, will be lessened. 

Finally, in our classes on life cycle rituals, and in our conversations with expectant 
parents, we must discuss the fact that there is a Jewish response to miscarriage, stillbirth 
and infant death, and we must assure parents that neither we as rabbis, nor the Jewish 
community, will abandon them if everything does not turn out as they pray that it will. 

Conclusion 

It is an official position of the CJLS that in the case of neo-natal death - the death of a 
full-term or premature infant, prior to the completion of the thirtieth day of life - the 
death is treated in the same manner as we treat the death of someone who lived more 
than thirty days. That is: the body is treated and prepared as any Jewish body, there is 
burial and a funeral service (with readings and comments which are sensitive to the sit
uation). The parents, and non-minor siblings, have the obligations of il37'1j7, rm'l~, 
m7::J~, shivah, recite kaddish for thirty days, and observe yahrzeit. The community has 
all of its obligations for tl'7::J~ 01nl, including preparing the il~1::Jil n11370 and providing 
a minyan for shivah and beyond. 
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